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Abstract. The problem of diagonalization of Hamiltonians of N - 
dimensional boson systems by means of time-dependent canonical 
transformations (CT) is considered, the case of quadratic Hamiltonians 
being treated in greater detail. The unitary generator of time-dependent 
CT which can transform any Hamiltonian to that of a system of un
coupled stationary oscillators is constructed. The close relationship be
tween methods of canonical transformations, time-dependent integrals 
of motion and dynamical symmetry is noted.
The diagonalization and symplectic properties of the uncertainty matrix 
for 2N  canonical observables are studied. It is shown that the nor
malized uncertainty matrix is symplectic for the squeezed multimode 
Glauber coherent states and for the squeezed Fock states with equal 
photon numbers in each mode. The Robertson uncertainty relation for 
the dispersion matrix of canonical observables is shown to be minimized 
in squeezed coherent states only.

1. Introduction

The method of canonical transformations (CT) proved to be a fruitful approach 
in treating quantum systems. It is most efficient for systems that are described 
by Hamiltonians, that are quadratic in coordinates and momenta, or equivalently 
in boson creation and annihilation operators (quadratic Hamiltonians). The 
main advantage of the method of CT consists in reducing the Hamiltonian H  
of the treated system S  to a Hamiltonian H'  of some simple system S'  with 
known solutions. The well known example (and probably the first one) of such 
an application is the diagonalization of the model quadratic Hamiltonians in 
superfluidity and superconductivity theory by means of linear time-independent
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transformations of boson or fermion operators (the Bogolyubov transforms) [1], 
In [2] time-dependent CT for quadratic systems were used (probably for the 
first time) in construction of integrals of motion that are linear in coordinates 
and momenta.
Quadratic Hamiltonians model many quantum (and classical) systems: from 
free particle and free electromagnetic field to the waves in nonlinear media, 
molecular dynamics and gravitational waveguides [3-6]. A considerable atten
tion to quadratic classical and/or quantum systems is paid in the literature for 
a long period of time (see, for example, [3,6-9] and references therein). 
Diagonalization problem of quadratic Hamiltonians is considered in a number of 
papers [8,10-14], In general, quadratic Hamiltonians can not be diagonalized 
by means of time-independent CT, even in the one-dimensional case [11,13]. In 
the one-dimensional case the term proportional to the product of coordinate and 
momentum can be eliminated by a time-dependent CT only. For this purpose 
a time-dependent point transformation (i. e. scale or squeeze transformation) 
is sufficient [11]. Time-dependent CT are very powerful. Seleznyova [8] has 
shown that the Hamiltonian of a nonstationary quantum oscillator can always 
be brought to the diagonal form of that of the stationary harmonic oscillator by 
means of linear time-dependent CT.
The aim of the present paper is to establish the canonical equivalence of N-  
dimensional quantum systems and to perform it explicitly in the case of systems 
with quadratic Hamiltonians. Two systems are called canonically equivalent if 
their Hamiltonians can be related by means of a CT. Due to the well-known von 
Neumann theorem CT in quantum mechanics are generated by unitary operators. 
Therefore canonical equivalence is in fact unitary one. A second aim of the 
present paper is to consider the symplectic properties of the uncertainty matrix 
for canonical observables and its diagonalization using linear CT [15,16].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we show that any two TV- 
dimensional quantum Hamiltonians (time-dependent, in general) H (t ) and 
H'{t) can be canonically related via time-dependent unitary operator U{t). 
The group of CT which leave H  invariant (i. e. H  — H') is shown to coincide 
with the dynamical symmetry group of the system. In the case of two quadratic 
Hamiltonians the operator U(t) is an exponent of a quadratic form in coordi
nates and momenta (that is, an element the metaplectic group M p (N , R)). In 
particular, with such operators one can diagonalize any quadratic Hamiltonian. 
We note that there are two types of diagonalizations depending on the type of 
the canonical variables in which the target Hamiltonian is diagonal.
In Section 3 we perform the diagonalization of A^-dimensional quadratic Hamil
tonian, expressing the parameters of the corresponding linear CT in terms of 
the solutions of linear first order differential equations. For N  = 1 these equa
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tions are reduced to the equation z + Q2(t)z — 0 of the classical oscillator 
with varying frequency. The relation of CT to the linear integrals of motion is 
briefly discussed.
In Section 4 the main properties of the uncertainty matrix a  for N  observables 
are considered. It is shown that for canonical observables the uncertainty ma
trix is positive definite and thus (due to the known theorem by Williamson 
[17,12]) can be diagonalized by means of linear CT. For squeezed canonical 
coherent states (CS) [4] and for squeezed Fock states with equal boson/photon 
numbers in every mode the matrix a  (when normalized to unity) is found to 
be symplectic itself. The symplectic character of the normalized uncertainty 
matrix in squeezed CS can also be inferred from the results of paper [18].

2. Unitary Equivalence of Quantum Systems

The principal aim in the method of CT is to reduce the Hamiltonian H  of the 
treated system S  to a Hamiltonian H'  of some simple system S'  with known 
solutions. The CT in quantum theory is generated by an unitary operator U, 
which is called the generator of CT. If CT is time-independent then H  and H'  
are unitary equivalent and their spectra are the same. However not any pair H  
and H'  can be related by means of time-independent CT. In particular, not any 
quadratic Hamiltonian can be reduced to that of a harmonic oscillator by means 
of time-independent CT [11-14], even in the one-dimensional case [11]. The 
time-dependent CT are much more powerful as we shall see below.
Let |4/(t)) be a solution of the Schrôdinger equation [ihd/dt — H]\^(t)) =  0. 
Then for any unitary operator U(t) the transformed state |4/'(f)), |4/'(f)) = 
U(t)14/(£)), obeys the equation [ihd/dt — H']\^'(t)} =  0 with the new Hamil
tonian H',

H'  =  U{t)HU] (t) -  ihU(t)dUf (t )/ d t . (2.1)

Conversely, if two Hamiltonians H  and H'  are related by means of an (unitary) 
operator U(t) in accordance with Eq. (2.1) then any solution |4/(f)) of the 
system S  is mapped into a solution |4/'(f)) of the system S'. However, not any 
two given solutions 14>(t)} and |4/'(f)) of the two systems could be mapped 
into each other by means of U(t) since U{t) in general cannot act transitively 
in the Hilbert space. A more compact form of the relation (2.1) is D'(t) — 
U(t)D(t)U^(t), where D(t) — ihd/dt — H(t). U(t) is interwinding operator 
for D(t) and D'(t). When D(t) and D'(t) act in the same Hilbert space 
one says that D(t) and D'(t) are unitary equivalent. D (t) is often called 
Schrôdinger operator.
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From the requirement for the mean values of the “old” operator A  and the 
“new” one A',

it follows that the operators A and A' are related as A' =  U(t)AW(t) .  
Therefore the new canonical operators of the coordinates and momenta q'k and 
p'k, k — 1 , . . . ,  N  are related to the old ones as

q’k =  U(t)qkU '( t), p’k = U(t)pkUHt) • (2.2)

Two quantum systems should be called canonically or unitary equivalent if 
their Schrödinger operators are unitary equivalent. The corresponding Hamil
tonian operators H  and H', related in accordance with Eq. (2.1), should be 
called canonically equivalent with respect to U{t). Let us note the main three 
advantages of establishing unitary equivalence of two systems (see also [8], 
where in fact canonical equivalence of one dimensional oscillators with con
stant and time-dependent frequencies was considered):
a) If we know solutions |\k) for one of the two canonically related systems we 

can obtain solutions for the other one as U{t) |\P).
b) If a time-dependent state |\Ü'(£)) of the system S'  is an eigenstate of an 

operator A' then its U(t)-partner |\k(t)) =  W  (t)) in the system S  is 
an eigenstate of the operator A — W(t)A'U(t) .

c) If the operator A' is an integral of motion for S', i. e. if A' commutes with 
the Schrödinger operator, dA '/d t  — (i/h)[A',H'] =  0, then the operator 
A — W  (t)A'U(t) is an integral of motion for the old system S,

d A /d t  -  (i/h) [A, H] = 0. (2.3)

This property is very important since if we know one solution for a given 
system S  we can construct new solutions acting by the invariant operators 
on the known solution.

Proposition 2.1. Any two N-dimensional quantum Hamiltonians H  and H'  
are canonically equivalent. The unitary operator U(t), that relates H  and H'  
takes the form

H '( t) dt

= S ’(t)UoSVt) ,

where U0 is constant unitary operator and T  and T  stand for the chronological 
and anti-chronological product. The solution (2.4) is unique for any initial 
condition U (0) =  U0.

U(t) =  T  exp
l
h

U0T  exp
h

H (t ) d t
(2.4)
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Proof: Let us perform two successive time-dependent CTs by means of U\ —
UQS*(t) and U2 =  S"(7),

S  ̂(7) — T  exp (2.5)

From Eq. (2.1) (and taking into account dU\{t)/dt  =  (—i/h)HUl)  we easily 
get H \  =  0 for any U q . The second transformation by means of U2 =

S '( t) =  T  exp

then yields the required result (dU2/d t  =  d S ,1[/d t  =  :

H2 = U2H^U2 -  ihU2dU]2/d t  = - i h S 'd S ^ / d t  = 77'.

(2 .6)

(2.7)

Now we see that the direct CT: 77 —> 77' is performed by the unitary operator 
(2.4).
For a given 77 and H'  the interwinding operator U{t) is not unique. However 
the time-dependence of U{t) is uniquely determined by any initial condition 
U{0) =  Uq. Indeed, suppose that there is another unitary operator U(t), which 
also relates H  and H'  canonically and (7(0) =  U0. Now we note (which is 
easily derived from (2.1)) that if U transforms H  into H'  then U'' transforms 
H'  back into H  and therefore the product V  = W U  keeps H  invariant:

H  = V H V ] +  ^  \dV/dt]V] and H(0) -  1. 
n

On the other hand, by using Eq. (2.1) for U and U, one obtains the equality 
dV/dt  — {i/h)\V. H] — 0, which means that V  is an integral of motion for the 
system S. Any invariant operator for H  has the form (note that S(t) is the 
evolution operator for S) V(t)  — S ^ t)!^ !))^ ^ ), and since 17(0) =  1 we have 
V(t) — Ü^U — S'(f)6't (f) =  1. In a similar way one can get U(t)Ü^(t) — 1. 
And if U^U =  1 =  U U \  then U =  U (because of the uniqueness of the inverse 
U- 1). □

Let us note that 77(0) — 77^0) is not necessarily true as we have

77'(0) =  UqHUq -  ihU(0)[dW/dt]t=0 .

Suppose now that 77(7) and H ' (7) are elements of the Lie algebra C. Then 
S  G G 3 S ' , where G is the Lie group generated by C. Thus, the CT generator 
7/(7) G G (for Uq — 1 and for U0 G G as well) and one can use the known 
properties of G to represent U (7) in other factorized forms.
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The operator (2.4) converts canonically any iV-dimensional H  into any desired 
TV-dimensional H ' . In particular H  can be converted into H'  for a system of N  
free particles or for a system of uncoupled harmonic oscillators (TV-mode free 
boson field). In the latter case if Vf is a quadratic form in terms of N  canonical 
operators qk and pj the operator (2.4) solves the diagonalization problem for 
quadratic Hamiltonians.
A CT will be called diagonalizing if the new Hamiltonian H'  in terms of the 
coordinates and momenta is diagonal quadratic form with constant coefficients, 
i. e. H'  is a Hamiltonian for a system of uncoupled harmonic oscillators HUo. 
One has to distinguish between two different kinds of diagonalization of H: 
First kind diagonalization: H'  is diagonal in terms of the new variables q';j. p 'k, 
Second kind diagonalization'. H'  is diagonal in terms of the old variables q:j. pk. 
In the first case the two systems S  and S'  are treated in two different (q- 
and q'-) coordinate representations (wave functions 4>(g,f) =  (q\^(t)} and 
^ '(q ' , t )  — ((/ '^ '( t))) , whereas in the second case one can work in the same 
^-representation (wave functions 4>(ç,t) =  (ç|\I/(t)) and ^ '(q , t)  = (q\^'(t))). 
The second kind diagonalization is achieved by means of operator (7(f), 
Eq. (2.4), with H'  of the form of Hamiltonian of N  uncoupled stationary os
cillators (in terms of old variables),

N ' 1
— P2k +  ™ku 2kql = HUo(p,q) , (2 .8)

The target Hamiltonian H'  may also be taken as a sum of stationary os
cillators HUo in terms of the intermediate variables q ^ K p ^  as well. In 
the latter case the second CT —>• (qk,pk), generated by U2(t) —
exp[—(i/IFjHuoiq^Kp^^t] — Su0(t), takes the explicit form of rotations

Qk = Qk} cos(ujkt) H----- l— pk ] sin(cufcf ) ,
'^k^k

p'k = -rrikUtkq^ sin(cufcf) +  p(k ] cos(cvkt ) .

Let us briefly elucidate the two CT involved into the Proposition 2.1. The first 
one, generated by Ui = U0S^(t), brings H  to zero, therefore the new states 
|d/)i are time-independent. This is because SHt) is an evolution operator 
for the S  backward in time. After the first CT (generated by U{) the new 
canonical variables q ^  — (7, (t)qkU\ (t) and p - } — (7, (t)pj U\ (t) obey the 
equations ( d U j d t  =  iUXH, dU \/d t  =  - i HU\)

^  =  U u . H U l Qk}],
dp ( i )k

=  5 « , 4 ” ]. (2-10)dt dt
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i. e., qk ],pk } are Heisenberg operators for the old system S.
The generator of the second CT U2{t) — S '( t) is recognized as the evolution 
operator forward in time for the target system S'. In the construction (2.4) U2 
is applied to the intermediate Hamiltonian H 1.
It is worth noting at this point the case of CT for the system S, generated 
by its own evolution operator S(t). This CT converts H (t) into Hamiltonian
H"{t) =  S { t )H ( t )S \ t )  + H(t). If H  is time-independent then S(t)HS^(t)  =  
H  and H"  =  2H. From (Tr(f)|A|Tr(f)) =  (T,|S't (f)A5'(f)|T') we derive that 
the new canonical variables in this case,

q'l = S(t)qkS*(t) = q°k, pk = S(t)pkS*(t) = p°k , (2.11)

when expressed in terms of the old ones, qk,Pj, are integrals of motion of S, 
satisfying Eq. (2.3). Such integrals of motions for quadratic systems H(t)  have 
been constructed in [2] and intensively used later [3,6,8,9].
Consider the symmetry of H  under CT. We want to specify the set of CT for 
which H', defined in (2.4), coincides with H, i. e. we look for CT that keep 
H  invariant (and thus keep the Schrôdinger equation invariant),

H' = U{t)HU] (t) -  ihU{t) 9Û  =  H . (2.12)

For time-independent U Eq. (2.12) reduces to H  = U H W .  From (2.4) for 
H' = H  the CT generator is (see (2.4)) U(t) = S(t)U0S^ (t), where U0 is 
arbitrary unitary operator. Then d W ( t ) /d t  =  (i/h)[W(t),H]  and we see that 
the equality in (2.12) is identically satisfied. Thus, the CT generators U(t) for 
which H'  — H  have the form S^U oS^( t) ,  i. e. U(t) are integrals of motion 
for the system: [U(t),D(t)] =  0, where D(t) is the Schrôdinger operator, 
D{t) =  ihd/dt — H. In the first paper of refs. [7] the dynamical symmetry 
group for the system S  has been defined as the group of unitary operators, 
that commute with D(t) and act irreducibly in the Hilbert space. Now we see 
that this symmetry group leaves H'  =  H  and is highly nonunique, since the 
unitary operator U0 in U(t) is arbitrary — one can take U0 from irreducible 
representations of any Lie group. Then the set of invariants S(t)U0S^ (t) realize 
an equivalent representation of the same group. For example, by means of the 
invariants qk and p°k one can construct an irreducible representation of the Lie 
algebra of the Heisenberg-Weyl group H W( N ) and the quasi unitary group 
S U (N , 1) as well [7]. This means that the groups HW(N) and S U (N , 1) can 
be considered on equal as dynamical symmetry groups of any iV-dimensional 
system.
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In the next section we consider the above described unitary (canonical) equiva
lence approach in greater detail for quadratic quantum systems, for which some 
explicit solutions can be obtained.

3. Canonical Transformations of Quadratic Systems and 
Diagonalization

We consider the general Ar-dimcnsional nonstationary quantum system with 
Hamiltonian H(t), that is a homogeneous quadratic form of coordinates and 
momenta,

H(t) = A jk(t)PjPk +  Bjk(t)Pjqk +  Bjk(t)qjPk +  Cjk(t)q3qk , (3.1)

where the coefficients Ajkif)  =  Akj{t), Bjk(t),Bjk(t) and Cjk(t) =  Ckj(t) are 
arbitrary functions of time. From = H  it follows that Ajkif)  and Cjk(t) are 
real, and Bjk{t) =  B*kj(t). It is not a significant restriction to take Bjk real and 
put Bjkit) =  Bkj (t ) (the imaginary parts of Bjk can be eliminated by adding a 
non-operator term to H). In (3.1) the summation over the repeated indices is 
adopted. We can introduce TV-component vectors q =  (çi, q2, ■.., Çjv), p =  
(PuP2 , • • • ,Pn ), N  x N  real matrices A(t), B(t), C(t) (where A{t) and C(t) 
are symmetric) and rewrite the Hamiltonian (3.1) in a more compact form

H(t) = pA{t)p + pB(t)q +  qB(t)Tp + qC(t)q,

where BT is the transposed of B. To shorten the notation it is convenient to 
introduce the 2TV-component vector Q =  (p,q), 27V x 27V matrix H  (the grand 
matrix) and rewrite the Hamiltonian (3.1) as

H{t) = = QH(1)Q , H = A  ®) , (3.2)

= 1 ,2 , . . . ,  27V .

We note that non-homogeneous quadratic Hamiltonians (i. e., Hamiltonians of 
the form (3.1), (3.2) with linear terms added) can be easily reduced to the forms 
(3.1), (3.2) by means of simple time dependent displacement transformations. 
Let H'  is another quadratic Hamiltonian

H'(t) =  QH'(t)Q, H'  =  (Ji-r . (3.3)

Then the unitary operator U(t), Eq. (2.4), which relates canonically Hamilto
nians (3.2) and (3.3), is an exponent of a quadratic in q and p form (we take
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U0 e Mp(N,  R)),

U(t) S'(t)U0S*(t) = exp ^ QH{t)Q , (3.4)

where H{t) is a new grand matrix of the form (3.2) and (3.3). H{t) can 
be expressed in terms of the Hamiltonian matrices H{t) and 'H'(t) using the 
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula. In this case the operator (3.4) generates 
linear transformation of coordinates and momenta (we write it in TV x N  and 
2N  x 2N  matrix forms),

4  = or ( ? )  =  ( t  k )  ®  ■ <3-5>

where Xpp, Xpq. \ qp and \ qq are N x N  submatrices of A(£).
From Eqs (2.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.5) we obtain the following relation between 
the symmetric matrices TL, H' and Ti (3.4) and the symplectic matrix A,

= - H'{t) +  AJH ( t )A . (3.6)

We see that for a given H(t) and 'Hit) this is a simple linear equation for 
H'(t). However for a given Hamiltonian matrices H  and H' this is highly 
nonlinear equation for H(t) since the matrix A (t) is to be expressed in terms 
of H(t) again: AQ =  (J(t)QU1 it). Nevertheless for any given (differentiable 
with respect to t) matrices H{t) and H 'i t )) and for a given initial condition H 0 
the above system of equations has unique solution H(t), since the expression 
of A in terms of H  is also differentiable and Peano theorem could be applied 
[27],
In this scheme A(t) is naturally represented as a product of two other 2N  x 2N  
matrices A^1) and A ^  of the form (3.5) corresponding to the two successive 
CT generated by Ui (t ) and U2 (t ) :

A =  A(2)A(1), Q(1) =  Aa )q  , Q' = A (2)Q(1). (3.7)

The matrices A( l} and A(2) are seen to be solutions of the first order linear 
equations,

d A,!, =  a ,i)jF(i ,W j 2-A<2> =  F (2)(t)A<2\  (3.8)
U. L U .f

where

F {1\ t ) =  -2 JH (t ) ,  F {2)(t) = 2JH'{t), J  = ^  ^  . (3.9)
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If H'  is diagonal as for the oscillator system (2.8) then the second Eq. (3.8) is 
easily solved: A ^(f) =  exp(2J7-fHcT)Ao2̂ . To perform the diagonalization of 
a quadratic H  one has also to solve the first matrix equation in (3.8) and obtain 
A ^(f), which in principle is always possible. In the case of stationary initial 
H  the T  exponent becomes ordinary one, so the explicit solution is given by 
the matrix exponent AqI:’ exp(—2JHt). So for stationary H  the total A matrix 
takes the form

A(f) =  exp(2 JT^hô A ô A o1'1 exp(—2 JTLt) , (3.10)

where A ^ are arbitrary symplectic matrices. One can put Aq1,2̂ =  1, which 
corresponds to U0 — 1 in Eq. (2.4). Having obtained explicitly A(f) one can 
try next to solve Eq. (3.6) and obtain the generating operator U(t) in the form 
of the quadratic exponent (3.4).
Note, the resulting H'  is diagonal in the variables, which we choose for HUo. 
Let these variables are p ^ \  q ^ \  Then the final variables p'k, q'k obey Eqs (2.9). 
Inverting the transformations (2.9) we obtain H'  diagonal in terms of the final 
variables as well: H' — Hno(p', q'). In this way we perform explicitly the first 
kind diagonalization. If H'  — HUo in terms of old variables Pk,Qk (second 
kind diagonalization), then H'  is evidently not diagonal in terms of p'k. q'k.
For some time-dependent H (t ) explicit solutions of Eqs (3.8) can also be found. 
Thus, in the case of N  =  1, following the scheme of references [2,7], one can 
express matrix the elements of AT)(f) in terms of a complex function z(t), 
that obeys the equation of the classical oscillator z +  Çl2(t)z =  0, where (22(f) 
is simply determined by the parameters A ,B ,C  of the Hamiltonian (3.1) (for 
N  — 1 these are not matrices, therefore we put A  = a, B = b, C — c),

Q2(t) — 4ac +  2bä/a +  ä/2a — 3à2/4 a2 — 4b2 — 2b.

For harmonic oscillator with varying frequency co(t) we have f l2(t) — co2(t). 
It is seen that (2(f) corresponds to a class of quadratic H (f). For example 
the constant (2 corresponds to the stationary oscillator and to the oscillators 
with varying mass (damped oscillators) m (t ) =  m 0exp(—2bt) and m (t ) — 
rri0 cos2 bt, considered later by many authors (see the references in [3,6,9]). 
The respective analytical solutions z( t) are known for a variety of “frequencies” 
(2(f). In the case of an oscillator with varying frequency the diagonalizing CT 
generator U(t) has been expressed in terms of z(t) in [8].
Let us briefly discuss the algebraic properties of the matrix A(f) and its sub
matrices App,Apg,Agp, and Xqq. From the canonical commutation relations it 
follows that A(f) obeys the relation (the symplectic conditions, J  being defined 
in Eq. (3.9))

AJAT =  J 5 (3.11)
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which for the N x N  matrices Xqq, Xvp. Xqp and Xpq,
\  \ T  _  \  \ T  _  -I \  \ T    \  \ T

^ P P ^ q q  ^ p q ^ o v  X  ^ Q Q ^ a v  ^ q p ^ a a  i' P q y'qp q q ' ' q p qP qq  ’

defined by Eq. (3.5)), read

^pq^pp ^PP^pq' (3-12)

The set of matrices that obey the relation (3.11) is defined as the symplectic 
matrix group Sp(N,  IR) (the transformation x' — ATx  preserves the quadratic 
form x J x ). It has N (2 N  +  1) real parameters. The rank of its Lie algebra is 
N  (following [19] we use the notation Sp(N,M)  instead of Sp(2N,M)). It is 
known that in classical mechanics the set of linear homogeneous CT generates 
the symplectic group Sp(N,  IR). In the quantum case the set of matrices A, that 
realize homogeneous linear transformations of the operators of coordinates and 
momenta close the same group. However the set of unitary operators U for 
which UqU t and Up lU are linear combinations of p and q contains one extra 
parameter, namely the phase factor. If one considers CT in greater detail as 
transformations of coordinates, momenta and vectors in Hilbert space one has 
to count the phase factors as well and then we get the larger group S p (N , IR) x 
U{ 1) =  Mp(N,M).  If we consider transformations of coordinates, momenta 
and states we have to factorize over 17(1): Mp(N,  M)/f7(l) =  Mp(N,  M). The 
resulting group Mp(N,  IR) is called metaplectic group. It is a double cover of 
Sp(N,M). The Lie algebras of Mp(N,  M) and Sp(N,M) are isomorphic [19, 
25], They are of dimensions N (2 N  1) and this is the number of independent 
matrix elements of matrix H  in (3.4). The generators U(t) of linear CT (3.5) 
can be considered as operators of the unitary (but not faithful) representation 
U (A) of the symplectic group Sp(N.  M). One can use the group representation 
technique [19] to represent U{t) G Sp(N,M.) in several factorized forms. In the 
case of one dimensional nonstationary harmonic oscillator the diagonalizing CT 
generator U (t ), U (t) G S U (1,1), and its factorized forms have been considered 
in [8],
If one considers Hamiltonians (3.1) with linear terms d(t)p + e(t)q added, then 
in the same way one would get that such inhomogeneous quadratic Hamil
tonians can be diagonalized to the form (2.8) by means of the same U(t), 
Eq. (2.4), this time U(t) being an element of the semidirect product group
Mp(N,  IR) X) H v: (Ar), where HW( N ) is the N  dimensional Heisenberg-Weyl 
group.

4. Diagonalization of Uncertainty Matrix and Minimization of 
Characteristic Inequalities

The established possibility of converting (by means of time-dependent CT) any 
iY-dimensional Hamiltonian H  to that of the system of uncoupled harmonic 
oscillators suggests to expect that the dispersion matrix cr(Q, p) of the canonical
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observables Qv, u — 1 , . . . ,  2N,  in any (generally mixed) quantum state p could 
be diagonalized by means of some state dependent CT. It turns out that this 
really holds [15,16].
Let us recall the notion of dispersion matrix a (X ,p )  (called also fluctuation 
matrix, or uncertainty matrix). This is an n x n  matrix constructed by means of 
the second moment (the variances and covariances) of observables X 1, . . . ,  X n 
in a state p. The matrix elements of o  are defined as covariances A X ßX u 
of the observables X ß and X u, p, is =  1, . . . ,  n,

aß„{X, p ) = \  + X ßX ß) -  (Xß)(X ß) = AX ßX„{p).

—>
The matrix cr(X, p) is symmetric by construction and satisfies the characteristic 
uncertainty relations [20] (<j (X,  p)) > C^n\C ( X ,p ) ) .  Here C(X ,p)  is
the n x n  antisymmetric matrix of the means of the commutators of X jL and 
X v, CßV — —i([Xß, Xf\) /  2, and (M), r  =  1 ,. . . ,  n, are the characteristic 
coefficients of a n x n  matrix M  [24]. The characteristic coefficient of maximal 
order r = n is the determinant of M.  The characteristic uncertainty relation of 
maximal order r =  n,

det a ( X , p) > det C(X, p ) , (4.1)

has been established by Robertson [21] and is called Robertson uncertainty 
relation. For N  =  2 inequality (4.1) recovers the Schrödinger uncertainty rela
tion [22], (A X )2(A F )2 — (AX Y ) 2 > |([X, y ]) |2/4, which for the canonical 
pair q, p, [q, p] =  i, takes the simpler form of (hereafter we put h =  1)

(Ap)2(Aq)2 — (Apq)2 > 1 / 4 .  (4.2)

The proof of (4.1) is based on the nonnegativity of the matrix R  = cr + \C [21]. 
Properties of R  (to be called Robertson matrix) are reviewed in [23]. Here we 
need the nonnegativity property of a(X,p) .

Proposition 4.1. The uncertainty matrix for any n observables X 1, . . .  , X n is 
nonnegative definite, a (X ,p )  > 0.

Proof: The proof relies to the Robertson inequality (4.1) and on the observation 
that the principal submatrices m ( X i l , . . . ,  X ir, p), r < n, of a  can be regarded 
as uncertainty matrices for r  observables X h , . . . ,  X ir in the same state p. 
Therefore the submatrices m ( X tl7. . . .  X , r ), p) also satisfy Robertson relation 
(4.1), i. e. their determinants (the principal minors of a) are non-negative. And 
if all principal minors of a matrix M  are nonnegative, then M  > 0 [24], □
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—>
The uncertainty matrix a(Q, p) for canonical observables Qß, p = 1 . . . . ,  2N: 
Qk = Pkj QN+k =  Qk, k =  1 , . . . ,  N,  possess some further properties.

Proposition 4.2. The uncertainty matrix for 2N  canonical observables Qß is
—>

positive definite, a(Q, p) > 0.

Proof: From the canonical commutation relations [qk,Pj] =  iSkj it follows that
det C(Q,p) =  (1/4)^. Then (4.1) yields

det a { Q ,p )> { l /A )N . (4.3)
—>

As a symmetric matrix a(Q, p) can be diagonalized by an orthogonal transfor
mation Qß Q'ß = 'JßvQv The uncertainty matrix for new observables Q'ß
is & =  <j{Q',p) =  7 (T7 t . This transformation preserves the determinant (and
all the other characteristic coefficients) of a. In view of det a(Q,p) > 0 all

—*
diagonal elements of o' are positive. Therefore <j(Q,p) > 0. □

The desired diagonalization of cr(Q, p) using linear canonical transformations 
[15,16] now follows from the Proposition 4.2 and the known theorem [17,12, 
13] that any positive definite symmetric matrix M  can be diagonalized by means
of congruent transformation with a symplectic matrix A, M  —> M '  =  AMAT.

—>
In [15] the diagonalization of a(Q, p) is performed explicitly by means of 
three consecutive linear canonical transformations. The diagonal elements sß of 
the diagonalized o' are variances (AQf)'2. Additional scaling transformations 
Qi hi =  a ihi with ai =  (A p '/A r/'jl//2 equalize the variances of q" and 
Pi — Pi/a i- N°te that: (a) the diagonalizing symplectic matrix A is not unique 
[12,25]; (b) A is state-dependent. Therefore it may depends on time when the 
state is time-dependent.
Denoting the generator of the total diagonalizing canonical transformation 
by U{A) [Q' =  U(A)QU^(A), U(A) c  Mp(N,  M)] we obtain the equality 
a(Q,p') — a(Q',p),  where p' — UpUf  Thus every state p is unitarily and 
metaplectically equivalent to a state //, in which the uncertainty matrix (t(Q, //) 
is diagonal with equal variances of coordinates q{ and momenta p, : Aq,-L =  Apt. 
If the initial state |\k) is pure time-dependent state of system the S  with the 
Hamiltonian H, then the CT is time-dependent and the new state |^ ')  obey the 
Schrödinger equation with the new Hamiltonian (2.1).
Examples of pure states with diagonal uncertainty matrix with equal variances 
of coordinates and momenta are Glauber multimode coherent states |a) and 
multimode Fock states | n). Therefore in the Klauder-Perelomov Mp(2, R) 
CS Ig,a)  =  U(g)\a) and |g,n) =  U{g)\n) (g being the group element) the 
dispersion matrices cr(Q',g,d) and a(Q',g ,n)  are diagonal and with equal
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variances of q[ — (g)qiU(g) and p[ — U^(g)piU(g). In |A) all variances are 
equal and minimal, Aq, — Ap, — 1 /a/2,  whereas in Fock states the variances 
are equal in pairs, (A<p)2 =  (Api)2 =  1/2 +  n*. Multimode CS |a) minimize 
Robertson inequality (4.3), whereas in |n) one has det cr(Q,n) =  n* (l/2H-rz^). 
It is clear from the above consideration that the uncertainty matrix in any 
group-related CS T(g)\^f0) with reference vector |4/0) equal to |a) or |n) 
is diagonalized by the CT Q' — {g)QßT{g), that is linear for the group 
M p (N , M) only. In physical literature the M p (N , M) group-related CS U(g) \a) 
and U(g)\n) are known as multimode squeezed CS and squeezed Fock states 
respectively. The operator U (g) G M p{N , M) can be called multimode squeeze 
operator [26], its canonical form being exp^dAd1 — az*a)/2], where a)za) =  
alzijo], i , j  — 1 [26]. It is more adequate to call it squeeze and
correlation operator since, e.g., for pure imaginary zri it generates covariances 
of pi and qi and doesn’t squeeze, while for real zü it generates squeezing and 
doesn’t correlate. The wave function (x\U{g)\a) of M p (N , M) CS is Gaussian 
(an exponent of iV-dimensional quadratic form), thereby that states are also 
called Gaussian pure states [5, 18].
It is interesting to note that the multimode squeezed states U{g)\a) are the 
unique states to minimize the Robertson inequality (4.3).

Proposition 4.3. The equality in the multimode Robertson uncertainty relation, 
Eq. (27), holds in the multimode squeezed states U{g)\a) (g G Mp(N,  M)) 
only.

Proof: Let A(p) be a symplectic matrix that diagonalizes the dispersion ma
trix a(Q,p),  and U =  U(A) — the generator of the diagonalizing CT
Q' =  k{p)Q = U (A )Q W (A). (7(A) belongs to M p (N ,R). We have

a(Q'.p) =  A(p)cr(Q,p)AT(p) =  cr(Q.p'), p' =  U(A)pUf (A ), (4.4) 

c{Q,p') =  diag{«i,«2, ... ,s21v} , (4.5)

where the diagonal elements s„ are the variances of qk and pk in the new state
p'\ sk = (Apk{p'))2, sN+k(p') = (Aqk(p'))2. The determinant of d(Q,p')  is 
a product of all diagonal elements su, v =  l , . . . ,2iV,

det cr(Q, p) =  det a(Q, p') = [s iStv+i ] [S2S7V+2] ■ • • [sjv^ tv]• (4.6)

From Heisenberg uncertainty relation we have for every factor in Eq. (4.6) the 
inequality

s ksN+k —  (A p fc )2( A ç fc) 2 > 1 / 4 . (4 .7 )
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From Eqs (4.7) and (4.6) we derive that the equality in Robertson relation 
(4.3) holds iff the equality in Eq. (4.7) holds for all modes (for every k = 
1 , . . . ,  N).  The minimal value of 1/4 of the product of variances of q and 
p cannot be reached in mixed state [15] — it is reached in the Staler states 
[4] Ia,r)  — exp[r(ed2 — a2)] |cr) only (see the proof in the Appendix). Thus 
the equality in (4.3) holds in pure states (7(A) n fc S(rk)\a) only. The unitary 
operator S(r ) =  exp[r(at2 —a2)/2] (the squeeze operator) belongs to (7(1,1) ~  
M p(l,M ). Therefore the unitary operator U(A)Ylk S(rk) = U(g) belongs to 
Mp(N,M),  and the unique minimizing states are Mp(N.  M)-group related CS 
with reference vector |a). □

Since Glauber CS |a) are eigenstates of every annihilation operator ak (with 
eigenvalues a k, k =  1 , . . . ,  N), the minimizing states U{g)\a) are eigenstates of 
the canonically transformed annihilation operators a'k =  U(g)akW(g),  which 
are linear combinations of oq, . . . ,  aN: o!k =  ukja 7 +  vkja'y  Therefore the 
minimizing states U{g)\a) (the multimode squeezed states) can be denoted 
equivalently as | a ,u ,v) .  For v — 0 (and u — 1) they coincide with |a).
For quadratic Hamiltonians the time evolution operator Uquad{t) G M p {N ,R). 
Therefore the time evolution of |a ,u ,v )  for quadratic Hamiltonians is sta
ble, i. e., U(t)\a,u,v) — \a,u(t),v(t)). The evolved states |a,u(t) ,v(t))  are 
eigenstates of the new annihilation operators A k{t) =  U(t)a'kW(t) ,  which 
are again linear in a,j and a] and are integrals of motion of quadratic system. 
Overcomplete system of eigenstates \a, t) of integrals of motion A k{t) has been 
constructed in ref. [5] and used later in many papers [10].
A further property of the uncertainty matrix (the fourth one) we want to note 
here is referred to its symplectic character: the normalized uncertainty matrix 
à  =  <t/  (det cr)1//2iV is symplectic for a certain class of states. In order to find 
out that states we note the invariance of the symplectic property of a matrix 
M  under the congruent transformation AMAT with a symplectic A: if M  is 
symplectic, that is M J M T — J , then M' — AMAT is also symplectic. This 
symplectic invariance can be easily proved using the known property that if 
AJAT =  J  then one also has ATJA =  J: M 'J M 'T =  AMATJA M TAT = 
A M J M TAT = AJAT — J. This invariance enables us to study the symplectic 
properties of cr in its simpler diagonal form. For diagonal uncertainty matrix 
à — d i agj s i , . . . ,  sN} the symplectic condition ä J ä T — J  reduces to

•SiSjv+i =  s 2Sn +2 =  • • • =  s n s 2n  =  (deter)  ̂ . (4.8)

One solution to (4.8) can be immediately pointed out, recalling the meaning 
of sß as the variance of Qß: the uncertainty matrix in the multimode Glauber
CS I a) is diagonal with sk = (A pk)2 = 1/2, sN+k = (A pk)2 =  1/2, k =
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1 which clearly satisfy (4.8). Therefore the normalized uncertainty
matrix in pure states U{g)\a) that are unitary equivalent to Glauber CS with 
U (g ) G M p ( N , M) is symplectic. These states, as we have already noted, are 
called Gaussian pure states or multimode squeezed CS. In fact the symplectic 
character of the normalized uncertainty matrix for Gaussian pure states was 
established in [18]: in that states our & is equal to 2a and this quantity coincides 
with the matrix G(C/_1, — V_) of [18], which was shown to be symplectic [18]. 
A second solution to (4.8) is provided by the uncertainty matrix in (multimode) 
Fock states | n) with equal numbers n k — n  (equal numbers of photons in 
every mode). In |n) we have (Apk)2 — 1/2 +  n k — (Aqk)2. Therefore in 
states U{g)\n) with n\  = • • • =  n N and U(g) G Mp(N,M.) the normalized 
uncertainty matrix is symplectic. The above two families of states do not 
exhaust the set states with symplectic (normalized) uncertainty matrix.
Let us write down the symplectic conditions and the Robertson relation for 
a(Q, p) in terms of the four N x N  blocks app(p), aqq(p), apq(p) and aqp(p),

<?(Q, p )
&pp(P) Cpqip)
O qp  ( p )  & qq  ( p )

(4.9)

Inserting this into â J â T =  J, and taking into account that app and aqq are 
symmetric, and opq — ajip we obtain

V p p V q q  -  {(Tpqf  = (det cr)1/iV , (4.10)

& p p  G qp G pq  & p p  0 •> G qp O q q  ® q q  ® p q  0 . (4.11)

Squeezed CS U(g)\a) minimize (4.3), i. e. deter =  (1/4)^. Therefore in 
U{g)\a) the symplectic condition (4.10) reads crppaqq — (<ipq)2 =  1/4. 
The latter formula was obtained in [26] for the squeezed CS of the form 
exp [(o'za) — az*a)/2\\a) by direct calculations (but with no reference to 
Robertson inequality, neither to the symplecticity of the uncertainty matrix). In 
squeezed Fock states U{g)\n) we have det <j(g,n) — n fc( l /2 + n k) > (1/4)^. 
For these states the symplectic condition (4.10) is valid iff n k =  n, and reads 
&pp&qq (P'pq) (1/2 T î) .
In terms of the N x N  matrices Robertson inequality (4.3) takes the form (using 
known formulas for the block matrices [24])

det Ip’ppOqq (Jpp<Jqp<7pp ®pq\ (1/4) ■ (4-12)

For à  symplectic we have crpp<Jqp — opqopp, and the Robertson relation sim
plifies to det[<jppaqq — (crpq)2] > (1/4)^. This form is quite similar to that 
of Schrôdinger inequality (4.2) for p and q: for N  = 1 we have apq — Apq,
Gpp =  App = (Ap)2, and aqq = Aqq = (Aq)2.
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—*
It is curious to note that the Robertson matrix R  for normalized o{Q. p) and
~ ^ -> / —> \ 1/2JV _

C(Q,p ) =  C{Q,p)/  (detC (Q , p)j , R  = à + iC, is also symplectic for
squeezed CS and squeezed Fock states with n k =  n: R J R t =  J , that is
R  G Sp(N,  C).

Appendix A

Proposition A. 1. Heisenberg inequality (Ag)2(Ap)2 > 1/4 is minimized in the 
Stoler states \a, r) — exp[r(a^2 — a2)/2]|o;) only.

Let p be a general mixed state. Any mixed state can be represented in the form 
P =  where pk > 0, and {l^fe)} is some complete orthonormal
set of pure states. The mean value of an operator X  in p is given by (X) — 
Tr(Xp). Consider the mean value of the operator R  (A) 6(A), where

6(A) =  Xq +  ip -  (X(q) +  i(p), A e l .  (A.l)

For positive A the operator 6(A) is, up to a factor lfy/2X, a boson annihilation 
operator, [b,R] = 2A, and 6T6 is, up to a factor 1/2A, the number opera
tor, which is nonnegative definite. For negative A the operators 6 and R  are 
interchanged. The mean of R(X)b(X) in p reads

(6»(A)6(A)) =  $ > * « > * |6f(A)6(A)|,/.t ) . (A.2)
k

where all means {if)k\R(\)b(\)\ipk) are nonnegative. On the other hand, by the 
use of (A.l), this nonnegative mean (6t (A)6(A)) can be written as

(6t (A)6(A)> =  A2(Aq f  -  A +  (Ap f  > 0 . (A.3)

The A-roots of the equation A2(Aq)2 — A +  (Ap)2 =  0 must be real, where
from one deduces Heisenberg inequality. The equality in Heisenberg relation 
corresponds to the equality in (A.3), i. e. to the vanishing (6t (A)6(A)). From 
(A.2) it is seen that (6t (A)6(A)) =  0 if and only if (?/fc|6'l'(A)6(A)|?/fc) =  0 
for every k = 1, . . .  (in view of pk > 0). From the uniqueness of the va
cuum state it follows that all pk but one (say pi) must be zero. Therefore 
(R(X)b(X)) =  0 in pure state \ f )  only and iff it is an eigenstate of Xq +  ip. 
The final step is to identify the minimizing pure state with |cp r). The minimiz
ing state must be eigenstate of Aç +  ip for some real A. |a, r) are eigenstates of 
Ag +  ip) with A =  [cosh(2r) — sinh(2r)]/[cosh(2r) +sinh(2r)] and eigenvalue 
aV/2/[cosh(2r) +  sinh(2r)]. Thus (Aç)2(Ap)2 — 1/4 holds in states |a :r) 
only. In slightly different notations the proof of the statement that a state with 
absolute minimum of the product (Aç)2(Ap)2 is a pure state is given in [15].
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